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1 DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS W. JONES

2 1, I)OUGLAS W. JONES, hereby declare:

3

4 1. 1 am an Associate Professor in the Department of Compifler Science at the University ol' Iowa. I

S held a PkD. in Computer Science from the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign and have over

6 th rty years' professional and academic experience in the study and teaching of computer systems. As

7 re lected by my curriculum vitae, which was attached as Exhibit A to the Declarations I previously

8 su jmitted in this case on March 8, 2005, May 18, 2005, and July 7, 2005, I have extensive experience

9 in the study, design, review, and use ol' computer systems for voting in elections. I have taught

10 gr. iduate courses, lectured before academic, professional, and government con fet-ences, and authored

11 PUbushed materials on this topic, notably as a contributor to the 2002 book, Secure Liectronic Voting.

12 (S e also 'Auditing Elections," Communications of the Association forConiputing Machinery, 47, 14)

13 (Ccl. 2004)44-50.)

14 2. 1 have offered testimony in court cases around the country regarding clcctronic voting sceurity

15 is ues and have provided comments, presentations, and testimony to numerous slate and federal

16 eli ciions agencies, including the United States Elections Assistance Commission Technical

17 Ci tidelines Development Committee, the National Institute of Standards and 'lechnology, the United

18 St. ites Civil Rights Commission, the New York State Board of Elections, and the Arizona Senate

19 (} .vernment Accountability and Refbrm Committee. I have submitted numerous papers and

20 pmsentations to the country's leading computer science and voting security associations. A complete

21 lis. of my relevant publications, position papers, and testimony before federal and state agencies and

22 ac idemic research bodies can ho fbund at http://www.cs.uiowa.cdul—joncs/voting/.

23 3. 1 have also testified before the United States House of Representatives Conmiittce on Science and

24 th Federal Election Commission during its review of the proposed 2002 standards Ihr certilication

25 an I testing of electronic voting technology. As described more Fully below, I have also served on the

26 b vu Board of Examiners for Voting Machines and Electronic Voting Systems fbr ten years, during

27 which time I have had occasion to review and analyze most of the direct-recording electronic ("DRE")

28 voting machine systems marketed in the United States. I submit (he following declaration based upon

DMcLAivtrloN ov Doucis W. JorLs
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my personal knowledge and experience reviewing the security features of DRE systems,my review of

2 Ui relevant sections of 2003 DRE Technical Securiiy Assessment commissioned by the Ohio

3 St eretary of State and prepared by Compuware Corporation, inc. ("Ohio Report," pages 21-80,

4 in ailable online at the Ohio Secretary of State's wobsite:

5 <l;tip://m.sos.state.oh.us/sosthave/ffles/compuware.pdf>), my review of the report entitled
6 ecurity Analysis of the Diehold Aceuvote-TS Voting System" dated September 13, 2006 (the

7 "F rinceton Report" available from the Princeton Jnfbrmatiou Technolgy policy web site:

8 '1 rtPJ/itpOhcy4printon.edu/votints-paper.$f>), my review of the report of the Calithmia Voting

9 53 stem Technology Assessment Advisory Board entitled "Security Analysis of the Diebold AccuBasic

10 Tn erpreter" (the "VSTAAB report"), my review of the December 3, 2004, recount request letter

II su ,mitted by Debby (Joldsberry and the subsequent correspondence between her and the Registrar of

12 Alameda County, and my review of Respondents' pleadings, deposition testimony, and discovery

13 re:ponses in this ease. I have personal knowledge of the statements herein and, if called upon to do

14 so could and would testify competently thereto

15 4. 1 have served on the Iowa Board of Examiners for Voting Machines and Flectronic Voting

16 5) stems from 1994 to 2004 and I chaired the hoard from Fall 1999 to early 2003. This board,

17 ap ointed by the Secretary of Sat; examines and approves all voting machines before they can be

18 of èred fbi sale to county governments. To ensure that the board was comprised of experts who

19 possess a deep understanding of computers and of robust methods for testing computerized voting

20 sy ;tems, the Secretary of State's office asked for volunteers to serve on the hoard from the faculty of

21 to' va's institutions of higher learning. I volunteered and was appointed. The board met on demand,

22 wI enever a manufacturer wished to offer a new voting machine or a new modification of an existing

23 mehine for sale in the state of Iowa; typically, this required us to meet from three to six times a year.

24 5. Based upon my expertise in the field and my service on the Iowa State Board of Examiners, I was

25 as! :ed to testis' at the U.S. Civil Rights Commission hearing in Tallahassee, Florida, on January 11,

26 20)1. My observations regarding the vulnerabilities of DRE voting technology have been quoted by

27 thu New York Times, Business Week, the Fort Lauderdale Sun Sentinel, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch,

28

2
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1 Sientiflc American, the Chronicle of Higher Education and other publications, and I have been a

2 gt cat on NPR's Science Friday and several other radio programs.

3 6. In the wake of the 2000 general election, the iowa Secretary of State convened a state election

4 re hi-rn task force to examine Iowa's laws governing recounts specifically and elections generally, and

5 as chair of the Iowa Board olExaminers, I was an active participant in this effort, As a general matter,

6 it is necessary that laws governing the use of DRE voting technology take account of the

7 vc incrabilities of those systems in the same manner that the law adapted to regulate the safe and

8 se ure use of mechanical voting machines in the past. In addition to service to the state of Iowa, I

9 have also consulted with die ACLLJ (Illinois Chapter), Miami-Dade County, and the Brennan Center

10 - Justice on issues related to the recount of votes cast on DRE systems.

I I 7. The testing of electronic voting systems is evolving rapidly, with many states mandating that all

12 sy aems undergo review by independent, third-party testing labs. But despite such testing, the Iowa

13 & ard of Examiners has uncovered numerous flaws in various DRIi voting systems, both because of

14 su tle differences in election laws from one state to another, and because we sometimes find areas that

15 th' testing lab missed or areas that are poorly covered by Federal Election Commission standards.

16 8. I have been publicly critical of the 1990 Federal Election Commission standards fbr some time,

17 an I because part of the Help America Vote Act of 2001 (passed in revised fbnii in 2002) fbcuses on

18 thi: regulation of voting technology, I was askcd to testify before the House Science Committee on

19 M y 22, 2001, along with witnesses from MIT, Bryn Mawr College and the National Institute for

20 St; tndards and Technology. As the Federal Election Commission came out with new drall standards in

21 20)1, 1 became heavily involved in the updating and review of those standards, leading to my

22 tc timony before the Federal Election Commission on April 17, 2002.

23 Sunin tan of Exuert Opinion

24 9. The conclusions olièred in my prior Declarations in this case, reproduced below for the Court's

25 en ivenience have not changed: redundant data, audit logs, and chain-of-custody records are essential

26 o any post-election recount of votes east on a Diebold Accuvote-TS DRE system. Without examining

27 su :h materials, one cannot form even a provisional opinion about the accuracy of vote tallies

28

3
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1 gc :icrated during the initial vote-tabulation process that was used to form 11w basis of the certified

2 eli etion results.

3 10. lii addition to the opinions previously stated, I am aware that Respondents in this case claim that a

4 ret ount is limited under California law to a "retahulation" ot ballots. I understand that Respondents

S cia im that they perform such a "retabulalion" when they generate a print-out of information stored on

6 th PCMCfA flash-memory cards used in an election by inserting those cards into a few DRE

7 toitehsereen units arrayed in a recount room some weeks after an election. As a matter ofelementary

8 co uputer science and logic, however, it is not j-rnssihle to meaningfully "retabulate" ballots on a

9 Di ±old Aeeuvote-TS DRE system without reference to other sources of inthrmation, such as chain-

I 0 of custody records, that prove that the data allegedly being "retabulated" during the recount are the

11 sat rue data that was tabulated in the first instance. That Respondents believe they can "retabulate"

12 ba lots by reprinting the results from PCMCIA cards without reference to such meta-data indicates that

13 thc y do not possess an elementary understanding of the nature of electronically stored data.

14 11. The factual prerniscs of Respondents' Application tin in Camera Rcvicw and thc Declaration of

15 Dr ye MacDonald are not sound. There are a variety of audit logs generated by the Accuvote-TS and

16 by GEMS. I have examined many such audit logs obtarned from other jurisdictions, and I have

17 cx tmined Diebold's documentation for the GEMS and for the Ballot Station firmware that runs on the

18 Ac cuvote-TS. None of the audit logs I have seen and none of those illustrated in Diebold's manuals

19 dis closed VARIABLE NAMES, in the way that term is usually used, and nothing they disclosed

20 ap )eared to be of any potential use to a potential hacker If T interpret the term VARIABLE NAMES

21 as usually defined — that is, as a reference to named variables within the voting system firmware or

22 so: tware, there would he no reason to include these in an audit log, and such names would only be of!

23 us'; to a hacker if the hacker had access to the source code for the voting system firmware; that very

24 same source code reveals all of the variable names, rendering any release of names in the audit log

25 ha mlcss. If I interpret the term VARIABlE NAMES as a reference to names that are commonly

26 mdified from elcetion to election, most of these are obvious — names of the races and propositions on

27 thi ballot; disclosure of such names reveals nothing interesting.

28
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1 12. in the Respondents' response to INTERROGATORY #19, the similar incorrect statcments are

2 iii ide. that the audit logs contain information that "would assistpersons who wish to hack any future

3 ci ctions." I am aware of nothing in the audit logs thatposes any such threat.

4 13. The Responents' response to INTERROGATORIES #17 and #18 says: "Respondents/Defendants

5 dii nut copy, upload or transmit AUDIT LOG data nor REDUNDANT DATA" from the voting
6 in ichines. This is a surprising violation of the assumptions clearly stated in Diebold's GEMS Election

7 A4 Iministrator's Guide, where the procedures for post-election processing clearly describe printing the

8 au Iit logs as a normal activity that is conducted before the election results are certified. The same

9 as umption is clearly stated in the GEMS User's Guide. Thus, the count/s failure to retain copies of

tO th: event logs from an election violates Dieboki's assumptions about how the system will be used.

II 14. It has always been my understanding that the Federal requirement that all ballots be retained for 22

12 mc niths after any election involving federal offices applied not only to the ballots themselves, but also

13 to polibooks and all other records of the conduct of an election. It is the case that the audit logs

14 ret ained by electronic voting machines record inthrmation that was formerly retained on paper, such as

I S inibrmahon about spoiled ballots. As such, it has always seemed to me that to fitil to retain the audit

16 bus would be irresponsible, at the very best.

1 7 15. 1 have both sets reviewed Respondents' Combined Responses to Petitic,nen( Requests for

18 At mission in this ease. In those Responses, Respondents deny that anomalies in audit logs, loc and

19 ac airacy test results, or chain-of-custody records could reflect, or lead to the discovery of, errors in

20 rq orted vote totals generated by the Diehoid Accuvote-TS DRE system. (Respondents' Combined

21 Rc sponsc to Request for Admission, Responses ## 29, 30, and 31.) Respondents also deny that

22 di crepancies between the redundant data stored in each touehscreen unit's resident memory and the

23 re ults generated by the central tally server could reflect, or lead to the discovery of, errors in reported

24 vu :e totals generated by the E)iebold Accuvote-TS DRE system. (Respondents' Combined Response

25 to Request for Admission, Response 41 28.) These denials contradict the basic principles of computer

26 vo :ing system security. Audit logs are created so that, in the event oU questions about a computer

27 sy:.tetn, the audit logs can be examined to see what happened. The fact that I have seen no evidence

28

S
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I th. it Alameda County has ever examined these audit logs suggests that these logs are not being used

2 fo- the parposc for which they were designed.

3 &n& ri Opinion

4 16. It is my understanding that the Diehold Accuvote-IS system in use in Alameda County,

5 C: litorma, was purchased, tested, and certified for use in California under the (now superseded) 1990

6 F deral Election Commission standards. In my opinion, these outdated testing standards were, and

7 ar , inadequate to ensure that DRE voting systems are reliable and reasonably safe from fraud or

8 syflem error.

9 17. If a voting technology does not preserve and protect the ballots cast by voters in a tangible,

10 p1 ysical format, then the only source of information about the accuracy of vote totals from a particular

II clction is the design of the system itself'. Secure system design falls into broad categories: (a) the

2 so (tware code and hardware of the machines, which, in most United States jurisdictions, is typically

13 re dewed by a regulatory body or independent laboratory responsible for testing and eertiI'ing the

14 m ichines; arid (h) the capacity of the machines, and of the elections official who employ them, to

15 gc aerate data before, during, and after elections to demonstrate that the system has thnctioned

16 pr)perly.

17 18. Votes stored in electronic thrmat are inherently subject to manipulation or corruption in a maimer

18 th it is virtually impossible to detect without special expertise, and specifically access to and

19 ur derstanding of the system design. Because of this, all vendors of DRE technology incorporate some

20 form of laycrcd security system design involving data-storage redundancy and system self-monitoring.

21 In addition, virtually all DRE system designs expect that the elections ollieials aS poll workers who

22 toe the technology will observe appropriate system security protocols to diminish the opportunity for

23 hi eking, error, or other types of data corruptioi. While these layered redundancy and security systems

24 b) no means replicate deterministic capacity lhr review and recounting available to systems that retain

25 p1 ysieal ballots, they can, if well-designed and rigorously followed, provide some measure of

26 as wrance that the liRE systenis in question have functioned as designed.

27 19. In the absence of the actual physical ballots cast by voters, a public, post-election "recount" of

28 V( tes cast on DRE systems is not possible, in any meaningful sense, without public review of both the

6
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I sy item's soliware code and hardware, coupled by a thorough review of all the data generated by the

2 rn ichines and their handlers indicating that the machines have thnctioned as designed, and have been

3 kc pt inviolate, during the course of a given election. It is my understanding that California contracts

4 with independent testing laboratories to conduct the review of any given voting system's software

5 coJe and hardware. In my experience, such independent testing procedures do not adequately prevent

6 vtlnerabilities and errors in system design. It is also my understanding, however, that the lawsuit in

7 ai' I of which I submit this declaration does not presently involve a challenge to the adequacy of

8 0 lifornia's independent testing procedures. Instead, the action challenges the denial of access to

9 oti icr election materials that are also relevant to a recount of elections run on ORE systems. Because

10 thre is no physical ballot preserved by the DRE system employed in Alameda County, the public

I I mi ist rely on circumstantial evidence that votes have been properly counted in any given election.

12 Si ch circumstantial evidence must include all the data generated by the machines and their handlers

13 in' heating that the machines have fbnctioncd as designed, and have bccn kept inviolate, during the

14 co .irse of a given election, along with sufficient information about the software code and hardware to

15 make this data meaninghul. Sources of such evidence include the design of the system, all copies of

I 6 ca ;t-vote data stored on the system, all copies of the audit logs generated by the system, and the chain-

17 of custody documents maintained by those who operate the system.

I 8 20. The I)iebold Accuvote-TS ORE system formerly used in Alameda County did not preserve the

19 cc ual ballot viewed and cast by the voters at the polls; instead, it is designed to transmute the voters'

20 pr ferences into binary, electronic code, and to store that electronic cast-vote data in two separate data

21 Iii 35 on each machine. This data can, in theory, later he accurately re-constituted and re-arranged as a

22 fai :simi Ic of the ballot viewed by voters. l'he only assurance that such facsimiles, or the summary data

23 th; it can be agegated from individual cast-vote data files, is accurate oi reliable comes from the

24 so indncss of the system hardware and software, and i?om the audit logs generated by the machines

25 th rnselves and the chain-of-custody records maintained by the elections officials and po11 workers

26 who use thorn, which together reflect that the system has Iuinctioned properly and has been kept

27 sc';urc. There is no way to assess the accuracy of clectronically stored votes without such inlbrrnation.

28

7
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21. It is my understanding that California does 11111require that l)Rh systems operate on open source

2 cole platforms. It is also my understanding that Califhmia does not require that vendors of DRE

3 voting systems allow public review of their system hardware. Software code andhardware review are

4 pc Iormed by the Secretary of State's Office in conjunction with an independent testing laboratory.

5 l3 cause the "platfomi" and basic design of DRE systems are kept secret in California, the only

6 in n-rnation available to voters to support post-election review of the accuracy and integrity of

7 cli etronically-stored data is thus the data generated by the system and its users to monitor proper

8 fu wtiori of the machines and to prevent unauthorized access.

9 22. The Diehold Aecuvote-TS DRE system formerly used in Alameda County is desiied to create

10 au lit logs of all events related to the function of machines during the course of elections. Audit logs

11 purport to record all human interaction or intervention with the machine as well as other system events

12 su h as power loss and the opening and closing of polls. The capacity to generate audit logs was

13 mnndated in the 1990 Federal Election System voting system standards, and it is a well documented

14 tIe sign element of the all Dieboid voting systems. Both the Federal standards ad Diebold's

15 documentation clearly imply that the purpose of the audit logs is to allow for a post-election

16 as: :essrnent of the accuracy and integrity of the electronically stored votc data.

17 23. The Diebold Accuvote-TS DRE system formerly used in Alameda County is designed to record

18 i4tntical copies of cast-vote data on memory resident in each voting machine and on a removable

19 N :MCIA card that is removed from each machine at the close of polls and transported to a central or

20 intermediate vote tabulation facility for uploading onto a vote tabulation server. This so-called

21 "r dunclant memory" is required by the FEC/NASEI) 1990 voting system standards and a major

22 de 3iga element of the Diebold system meant to provide information relevant to post-election

23 as; essment of the accuracy and integrity of electronically stored vote data. It is my understanding that

24 Alameda County uses two methods for uploading data from the PCMCIA cards to the central server:

25 (1 by direct upload at the central facility; and (2) via an Intranet link from remote, intermediate vote

26 taliulation centers around the county.

27 24. The Diehold Accuvote-TS DRE system formerly used in Alameda County is designed to run

28 "li 'gie arid accuracy" self-tests before and after elections in order to demonstrate that the software and

DECL.UAIION 01 DOLC;L W. JONES
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I hardware are in proper condition, Records of these "logic and accuracy" tests are a major design

2 cliwnent of the Diebold system to provide additional information relevant to post-election assessment

3 ot the accuracy and integrity of electronically stored vote data. While it is my opinion that these tests

4 do not and cannot effectively detect or prevent all malicious code with in a DRE system, I nonetheless

S bcicvc that these tests can detect some prohlems and, therefore, that the results from these tests are

6 in bnnation relevant to post-election assessment of the accuracy and integrity ofelectronically stored

7 vole data.

l 25. Based upon my work tin the Iowa Board of Examiners for Voting Machines and Electronic Voting

9 Sstems, my review of publicly available information from Diebold, Inc., regarding the operation of'

10 th4ir Accurvote-TS system, my review of' the Princeton Report, and upon my review of the relevant

11 se :tions of the Ohio Report, I believe that another major component of the security design for the

12 pnper use of tile Diebold system are protocols for keeping all system components safe from

13 unauthorized access. The proper functioning of certain hardware and software security design

14 cli ments are partially predicated on the observance of such security protocols. For instancc, cicetions

IS of icials should employ some form of numbered, plastic seal when locking the Diehoid machines

16 be fore and after elections, and should maintain a record of those numbered seals along with the names

17 of the persons who applied and/or broke those seals at appropriate times. In my understanding, the

18 pr mary, time-honored method for enabling the post-election assessment of the integrity of

19 cIt etronicaily stored data is the maintenance of such "chain-of-custody" and system access records by

20 th: elections officials who use the Diehold machines.

21 26. It is also my understanding that Caiiftniia law provides any voter the right to request a "recount"

22 of votes in any given contest and to request in connection with that recount a review of all ballots and

23 "a 1)' other relevant election material." t agree with the former Calithrnia Secretary of State, however,

24 th; tt DRE machines do not presently provide for a meaningful recount of votes cast in an election in

25 th absence of a paper ballot verified by the voter at the time he or she casts her ballot. Speei Ileally,

26 th DRE system formerly used in Alameda County fails to provide a meaningful recount because it

27 dees not preserve any ballot viewed and cast by a voter. Even in the absence of ballots, however,

28 Ct lifornia law allows voters to review 'any other relevant election material" Accordingly, even if a

9
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I voter is denied a meaningfiul recount, it appears that he or she may nonetheless request in connection

2 wi h that recount review of other relevant election materials thatmay assist him or her in the post-

3 cit ction assessment of the accuracy and integrity of electronically stored vote data. Because DRE

4 sy tens like the one used in Alameda County do not preserve the actual ballots viewed and cast by

5 ye :ers for a recount, it is absolutely necessary for elections officials to provide access to other relevant

6 dc etion materials in order to provide some form of post-election assessment of the accuracy and

7 hit ;grity of electronically stored vote data In fact, even where paper ballots do exist, audit logs,
S po Ihooks and other materials remain relevant, as these can demonstrate that ballots have been added

9 or removed between the time of the first count and the recount.

10 27. 1 hive reviewed the recount request letter submitted by Debby Goldsberry on December 3, 2004,

11 in onneetion with the November 2, 2004, election, as well as the subsequent correspondence between

12 he' and the Alameda County Registrar. 'In that correspondence, Ms. Goldsberry requested review of

13 tht type of infbrrnation I have discussed in the preceding paraaphs, i.e., audit logs, redundant data,

14 lo1ic and accuracy test results, and "chain-of-custody" information for all system components. The

15 inlormation requested in her recount request letter is not only relevant but absolutely essential toany
16 mcaningflil post-election assessment of the accuracy and integrity olelectrunically stored vote data on

17 tht Diebold DRE system used in Alameda County.

18 28 The 2003 Dill? Technical Security Assessment commissioned by the Ohio Secretary of' State and

19 prupared by Conipuware Corporation, Inc., in the relevant portions addressing the Diebold Accuvote-

20 TE DRE system, identifies a number of security vuincrahilities that render examination of the

21 mlormation requested by Ms. (]oldsben-y even more critical to the post-election assessment of the

22 ac :uraey and integrity of electronically stored vote data. For instance, as of lute 2003, supervisory

23 ac ;ess to the machines could be gained by unauthorized persons who are aware that "1111" was the

24 sL ndard PIN issued nationwide by Diebold; further, the key to the DES encryption scheme used for

25 cait-vote data was hard-coded into the system, allowing unauthorized jersons to decrypt and alter
26 Vo :es transported on the removable PCMCIA cards. Most critically, the Ohio Report repeatedly

27 criticizes the vulnerability of ballot definition files and cast-vote records any time the system is
28 co uxeeteci to an unsecured intranet o.r the Internet. It is my understanding that Alameda County

10
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1 eli ctions officials did upload cast vote data through an intrariet. system. Accordingly, it is critical that

2 cli ction officials limit access to the machines, and to the county intranet, only to authorized personnel

3 an I record such access through 'chain-of-custody"and system access records.

4 29. fhe Ohio Report puts strong emphasis on the Diebold system's capacity to generate and maintain

5 ret ords of logic and accuracy testing. Such tests do ensure that main processor and programmable

6 nu mory of each DRE machine functions appropriately before and after elections. They are,

7 ac ordingly, not only rclcvant hut critical to any rneaningftil post-election assessment ofthe accuracy

ant integrity of electronically stored vote data.

9 30. On a similar vein, the Ohio Report presumes that the Diebold system would be used as desied to

10 prtduce "zero tape" printouts before the opening of polls and "precinct tally printouts" at the close of

II po Is. Such printrnits provide a critical basis for checking that no unauthorized votes have been added

12 to machine memoiy either hetbre polls are open or before the final central tally has been generated. It

13 is ssential that "precinct tally printouts3' he generated at each polling place upon the close of polls t

14 provide a point of comparison against the vote tallies that are ultimately generated from the central

15 ral y Ilicility. The opportunities for electronically stored vote date to be corrupted increase markedly

16 wl en that data is transported, uploaded, or otherwise accessed. Accordingly, the printing of zero tape

17 printouts and precinct tally printouts are not only relevant but critical to any meaningful post-election

18 as e.ssment of the accuracy and integrity of electronically stored vote data.

19 31. The Diebold system uses a proprietary program called GEMS, which uses data formats compatible

20 wi Ii MS Access, for ballot definition and tallying. As noted in the Ohio Report, an unauthorized

211 ha ;ker could easily enter the MS Access database to modi& data front an election. As documented in

22 tht Ohio Report, one can gaiii such access to the cast vote data without any special password. This

23 po .ential vulnerability of the data underscores the relevance of "chain-of-custody" and system access

24 rec ords for the purpose of meaningful post-election assessment of the accuracy and integrity of

25 cIt ctronically stored vole data.

26 31 The Ohio Report, along with other threat vulnerability studies that have been produced in the

27 intrvening years (e.g., the VSIAAI3 Report and the Princeton Report) uniformly confinn the

28 im tortanec of audit logs, redundant data, logic and accuracy Lest results, and the zero tape/precinct
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tally printouts as part of the overall layered strategy for assuring the accuracy and integrity of
2 eli ctronically stored vote data on the Diehold DRE system. It is also apparent that such security and
3 ye ification tools rely in large part on the observance of adequate custody and access protocols by
4 eh'ctions officials and poll-workers. Accordingly, to rorm a meaningfiul opinion about whether a
5 gi 'en election run on the Diebold system used in Alameda County has been taintedby fraud or error, a
6 person requesting a recount must have access not only to the verification tools generated by the
7 Di ehold system itselt but also must he allowed to review "chain-of-custody" and system access
8 re :orcls maintained by the elections officials. In my opinion, such materials are not only relevant but
9 es ;ential to meaningilil post-election assessment of theaccuracy and integrity of electronically stored

10 vc te data. Without review of such materials, and without the actual ballots east by voters, neither a
11 re :ount nor any meaningfijl post-election assessment of' the accuracy of'ciaction data may be had with
2 re poet to the Diebold DRE system used in Alameda County.

13 33. In light of the fact that computer scientists such as Han Hursti and the authors of the Princeton,
14 V:TAA.B, Ohio, and State of Maryland SAW Reports have demonstrated the manifest vulucrabilities
15 of the source code used in both Diebold L)RE and optical scan ("OS") technology, chain-of-custody
16 ar d audit logs remain highly relevant, if' not essential, materials for the conduct of recounts even in
17 cc unties such as Alameda, California that have abandoned their DRE systems and rcvcrtcd to optical
18 se tn technology. The Aecuhasic Interpreter code used in both DRE and oSsystems has been shown
19 to be potentially vulnerable to non-obvious hacking that can alter the outcome of elections. The
20 St quoia cquipment used in Alameda County has not been subject to intense security evaluation by
21 ot tsiders, hut my recent study of Sequoia's documentation (see pages 11 to 13 of
22 ci flp//www. Jc$J1iowa.edwHon/votinwcouroyv(1enflisj vdlS) reveals that some of their
23 m iterials are embarrassingly shallow, and they certainly do notgive me any confidence that Sequoia's
24 stems are any less prone to security problems than Diebold's systems. Regardless of the apparent
25

w ,akncss of Sequoia's system, as evidenced by their documentation, proper maintenance and retention
2t5 ol audit logs and similar infonnation is as critical for the Sequoia system as for the Diebold system.

27 Meaiingfnl "ketabujation" ofBallos Is Not Possible on Resnondents' former DRE System
28

12
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1 34. 1 am aware that Respondents iii this case claim that a recount is limited under California law to a

2 "r tabuiution" olballots. I understand that Respondents claim that they perks-rn such a "retabulation"

3 w] ian they generate a print-out of information stored on the PCMCIA flash-memory cards used in an

4 el otion by inserting those cards into a few DRJI touchscreen units arrayed iii a recount room some

5 w eks after an election. As a matter of elementary computer science and logic, however, it is not

6 pt ssible to meaningfully "retahulate" ballots on a Diebold Accuvote-TS DRE system without

7 re 'erenee to other sources of information, such as cbin-ofcustodyrecords, that prove that the data

S al egedly being "retahulated" during the recount are the same data that was tabulated in the first

9 in ;tancc. That Respondents believe they can "retabulate" ballots by reprinting the results from

10 Pt :MCIA curds without reference to such meta-data indicates that they do not possess an elementary

11 ui derstanding of the nature of' electronically stored data.

12 35. Based on my review of the correspondence between Ms. Gel dsberry and the Respondents before

13 th recount, it is clear that Respondents offered to print out so-called ballot images by assembling the

14 Pt :MCIA cards used in the election, loading them into a few touchscreen units arrayed in a recount

iS room, and directing the touchscreen units to print out data from the cards. Respondents did not offer

16 to assemble the touchscrecn units used in the election and print out the data from the redundant

17 rn :rnory in each unit's resident memory. as Ms. (ioldsberry requested.

18 36. Re-printing information from a PCMCIA card is not, without reference to more information, a

19 rnaningtbl "retabulaon" of anything, macli less a "retabulation" of the ballots actually cast by voters

20 at the polls on November 2, 2004. Before one can call any such exercise a "retabulation," one must

21 ft st demonstrate that the data on the PCMCIA cards at the time of' the printing of the ballot images is

22 th same data that appeared on the cards at the time the cards were first loaded into the central tally

23 s rver tk)r the initial tabulation. As a matter of elementary computer science and logic, one cannot

24 cli inonstrate this fact except by reference to circumstantial evidence such as chain-of-custody records

25 indicating that the cards were stored safely and not accessed by unauthorized personnel in the

26 intervening period. Respondents' assertion that they perform a "retabulation" of ballots without

27 at cess to other sources of data has no basis in science and reflects a profound misunderstanding of the

2K ni.ture of electronically-stored data.
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1 37. 1 also understand that Respondents claim that "the printed image of each voter's ballot from every

2 touchserecn used in the election" was offered to Petitioners during the recount and that these printed

3 images were "the only documents available" responsive to Petitioners' request for "redundant vote

4 dt ta stored on the DIkE machines." (Deci. of Bradley Clark, ¶ 9. A.) The first claim is dangerously

S v gue and the second is proved false by Respondents' own admission.

6 38. lirst, as explained above, one cannot meaningthlly assert that one has generated a "printed image

7 of each voter's ballot" without reference to external data sources such as chain-of-custody

8 in fbnuation. It is also clear that Respondents offered to generate these images from the data stored on

9 th PCMCiA cards. Because the data from those cards had already been intergrating into the central

10 ta ly server to generate the certified election results, the act of printing those images provides little to

11 tic information about the accuracy of the certified result. Said another way, if the data on the

12 Pc 'MCIA cards was manipulated after the cards were removed from the touchscreen units, both the

13 cc rtified results and the printed image would reflect corrupt data. By contrast, comparison of the

14 cc rtificd results to the redundant data stored on each touchscreen unit's resident memory would offer

I 5 sc rue information about the accuracy of the results generated by the central tally server.

I 6 39. Second, as Respondents' themselves admit, however, "REDUNDANT DATA of votes east in the

17 N n'ember 2, 2004, election remained stored in the TOUCHSCREEN UNIT RESIDENT MEMORY

18 ol each TOUCHSCREEN uNIT until at least January 7, 2005", the date the recount at issue in this

19 ease was declared complete. (Respondents' Combined Response to Request for Admission # 24,)

20 A ;eordingly, the contention in paragraph 9 of Mr. Clark's Declaration that nothing other than images

21 printed from the PCMCIA cards, is quite ohviously false, It is precisely the redundant data stored in

22 each touehscrcen unit that Petitioners sought to review in this case. Though available, Respondents

23 di .1 not provide or offer to provide it.

24 Respirndents' Factual Claims in Support of its Application for In cameraReview are Incorrect

25 40. I have reviewed Respondents' Application for In camera Review and the accompanying

26 D elaration of Dave MaDonald. The factual premises of Respondents' Application for In Camera

27 Roview and the Declaration of Dave MacDonald are not sound. There arc a variety of audit logs

28 g nerated by the Accuvote-TS and by GEMS. I have examined many such audit logs obtained from

14
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1 ol her jurisdictions, and I have examined Diebold's documentation [hr the GEMS and for the Ballot

2 Siation firmware that runs on the Accuvote-TS. None of the audit logs I have seen and noneof those

3 111 ustratcd in Diebold's manuals disclosed VARIABLE NAMES, in the way that term is usually used,

4 at ci nothing they disclosed appeared to be of any potential use to a potential hacker. If 1 interpret the

5 te im VARIABLE NAMES as usually defined •- that is, as a reference to named variables within the

6 ' ting system finnware or software, there would he no reason to include these in am audit log, and

7 sr ch names would only be of use to a hacker if the hacker had access to the source code for the voting

8 system firmware; that very same source code reveals all of the variable names, rendering any release

9 01 names in the audit log harmless. If I interpret the term VARIABLE NAMES as a reference to

10 nr mes that are commonly modi lied from election to election, most of these are obvious names of the

11 rat ;es and propositions on the ballot; disclosure ol' such names reveals nothing interesting.

12 Ri spondenls' stated reasons for in camera review of audit logs do not bear up under scrutiny.

I 3 41. In the Respondents' response to INTERROGATORY // 19, the similar incorrect statements are

14 m ide, that the audit logs contain infbrmation that awould assist persons who wish to hack any future

1 5 el ctions." 1 am aware of nothing in the audit logs that poses any such threat.

16 42. The Responents' response to [NThRROUAWRIES #17 and #18 says: "RespondenLslDeFendants

7 dii not copy, upload or transmit AUDIT LOG data nor REDUNDANT DATA" from the voting

18 m ichines. This is a surprising violation of the assumptions clearly stated in Diebold's GEMS Election

19 A Iministrator's Guide, where the procedures thr post-election processing clearly describe printing the

20 at dit logs as a normal activity that is conducted before the election results arc certified. The same

21 as iumption is clearly stated in the GEMS User's Guide. Thus, the county's failure to retain copies of

22 th 3 event logs from an election violates Diebold's assumptions about how the system will he used.

23 43. It has always been my understanding that the Federal requirement that all ballots he retained rot 22

24 in xiths after any election involving lèderal offices applied not only to the ballots themselves, but also

25 to polibooks and all other records of the conduct of an election. It is the case that the audit logs

26 re ained by electronic voting machines record infhrrnation that was formerly retained on paper, such as

27 in hrrnation about spoiled ballots. As such, it has always seemed to me that to fail lo retain the audit

28 10 t would he irresponsible, at the very best.
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44. 1 have reviewed both sets Respondents' Combined Responses to Petitioners' Requests for

A lmission in this case. In those Responses, Respondents deny that anomalies in audit logs, logic and

at miracy test results, or chath-of-custody records could reflect, or lead to the discoveiy of, etron in

reported vote totals generated by the Diebold Accuvote-TS DRE system. (Responden& Combined

Rssponse to Request for Admission, Responses #1! 2, 30, and 31.) Respondents also deny that

discrepancies between the redundant data stored in each touchacreen wijt's Tesideilt memwy and the

re suits generated by the central tally server could reflect, or lead to the discovery of, errors in rcported

vt te totals generated by the Diebold Accuvote-TS DRE system. (Respondents4 Combined Response

to Request for Admission, Response U 28.) These denials contradict We basic principles of computer

¶14 ting system security Audit logs an created so that; In the event of' questions about a computer

s stem the audit logs can be examinsd to see what happened. The fact that I have seen no evidence

that Alameda County has ever examined these audit logs suggests that these legs are not being used

fcc the purpose for which they were designed

I declare under penalty of peijuiy under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true

and c iircct

Iowa.
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